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YOUR FAST LANE FOR QUALITY



COMPANY PROFILE
Rolling Tools is a leading company, in Italy and worldwide, in the production of thread rolling dies. 

Founded in 1986 in the heart of Brianza, Rolling Tools has reached a prestigious position over the years as 
manufacturer of cylindrical, flat and planetary thread rolling dies.

The high quality of our products and the ability to meet the ever growing demands of our customers are the elements 
that have characterised our history of success. To address the increasing challenges of a global marketplace, Rolling 
Tools has placed great emphasis on the innovation of its production processes and products, by combining continuous 
investments in the latest CNC machinery with the expertise and experience that make up its organisational structure. 

That’s not all: we look to the future with great passion and a constant desire to improve our company and our products.

The Rolling Tools brand is widely recognised at an international level by the leading players in the market of 
fasteners as an affirmed and competent partner. 

For over twenty-five years, Rolling Tools products have been synonymous of high quality threads to be used in 
the automotive, aerospace, railway and petrochemical industries.

OUR PRODUCTS
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Planetary dies for 
machine screw
Special thread forms 
Planetary dies
SRS Planetary dies

In-feed Rolls
Anular Rolls
Helical Rolls
Fast Through-feed Rolls
Knurling Rolls
Special Rolls

Flat dies for 
machine screw
Special thread forms 
Flat dies
MAThread® and 
MATpoint® Flat dies



Rolling Tools produces high-quality threading dies through a consolidated and innovative production process, in which all 
phases are characterised by utmost accuracy and precision, as they are subject to continuous strict controls.

At Rolling Tools, quality is obtained through the joint efforts of all the company departments to achieve full customer 
satisfaction, a strategic element of primary importance to sustain a worldwide competition.

The Rolling Tools Quality System influences and determines the actions of each individual activity of the production 
process, from the strict selection of raw materials to industrial logistics.

Thanks to a modern and up to date information system, each stage of the manufacturing process is properly 
monitored and recorded so that the Rolling Tools products are properly manufactured according to company 
standards and all technical specifications provided by the customer. Process planning and control ensures steady 
and rapid communication between company departments to provide timely responses to customers.

For each tool made, both new and reground, Rolling Tools ensures full traceability over time for each stage of the process 
by means of appropriate marking.
The application of the Rolling Tools Quality System principles ensures full customer satisfaction through short 
delivery times and high level of reliability and performance of its products.

Rolling Tools has obtained the UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 Quality Certification.

Materials and Treatments

QUALITY THROUGH 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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ATD model APWP 6/6/9 Vacuum Furnace, 600kg capacity, pressure until 10 Bar

Our experience in tool production, accumulated over the years, combined with a vast knowledge of the rolling process, al-
lows us to support the customer in defining and implementing the best tool for their production.

Rolling Tools selects and uses high-speed steels (AISI M2 and AISI M42) and special alloys (HQC) from the leading 
European steel mills. The selection of suitable material for each tool means success in its final application. 
Rolling Tools has a large stock of materials to minimise delivery times for finished products. 

The heat treatment process is considered fundamental and distinctive in the construction of tools that ensure 
high performance over time. Rolling Tools is active in the research and development of heat treatments that make 
it possible to enhance the features (core hardness, toughness and wear resistance) of the selected materials.



Profiles and Geometry 
To deal with the increasing demand for quality in the rolling process, our tools have a high level of precision and 
accuracy in geometry and shape. 

Our manufacturing system, through the grinding process, takes place thanks to modern CNC 
machines supported to CAD/CAM systems that ensure maximum repeatability and consistency over time.
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The mix between steel, heat and surface treatment gives Rolling Tools products high yields, whether new or reground.

Moreover, thanks to the application of the latest coatings technologies, we have defined the most suitable surface 
treatments in accordance with materials used in customer applications, such as stainless steels, low carbon 
steels, titanium and special alloys. Our treatments make it possible to increase surface hardness up to suitable 
depths and protect tools from premature wear.

Rolling Tools has a modern metrological and hardness laboratory aimed at testing and tracing measurements 
carried out during the entire production process. 



For all of its tools, Rolling Tools offers the possibility of standard and special RRO (Radiused Root Runout), based on the 
customer’s application. A proper RRO allows to evenly distribute the forces exerted by minimizing disruptions so as to 
increase the useful life of the tool.

Rolling Tools is a reliable and skilled partner of its customers ensuring high quality products and performance. 

Minimize set-up time, increase production efficiency, reduce threading cost per piece:  these are the results that 
Rolling Tools provides its customers over time.

RE-GRINDING SERVICE
Rolling Tools offers the regrinding service for its entire range of products.

As all tools produced by Rolling Tools are core-hardened, they can be reground several times by recreating the 
profile required and, if necessary, by applying a new surface treatment with very fast execution times and delivery.

A proper regrinding, characterised by specific equipment and deep knowledge of the grinding process, allows 
Rolling Tools products to maintain their performance over time compared to the new tools, with a consequent 
reduction in tool cost for our customers.

On request, we offer a collection and delivery service both in Italy and abroad.

CHECK-UP OPERATIONS COATING+ +
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For the entire range of products, Rolling Tools can manufacture main profile such as: ISO, DIN, NPT, BWS, 
UNF, UNJ, MJ, etc., special threads based on a customer’s design in addition to being authorised manufacturers 
of MAThread® and MATpoint®.  Rolling Tools has machinery and measurement systems for the control of 
the profiles.



Rolling Tools manufactures circular rolls for in or through-feed rolling to be used on 2 or 3 rolls machine. 
Our production includes:

CYLINDRICAL ROLLS
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In-feed Rolls

Helical Rolls/Fast Through-feed Rolls

For worm screws

Anular Rolls

Knurling Rolls

Straightening rolls 

Special Rolls (lapping rolls, for pulleys, etc.)



In addition to circular rolls for conventional rolling machine, Rolling Tools manufactures thread and knurling rolls 
for FETTE, WAGNER, SACO, WINTER heads and more, used on multi-spindle lathes.

With twenty years of experience, we can perform all standard (ISO, UNC, UNF, TPN, MJ, etc.), custom made or 
special threads designed and developed by Rolling Tools; the use of CNC machines and top notch equipment 
ensure high accuracy and repeatability of our products over time.

On request, Rolling Tools can provide SRS circular rolls to considerably decrease machine set-up time; the SRS 
system gives a reference so every die can be soon used avoiding any traces research. 

For all types of dies, we can perform the regrinding service in short time and with significant cost savings for our 
customers.
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CYLINDRICAL ROLLS



Rolling Tools manufactures flat thread rolling dies for screws and bolts, knurling, grooves, based on customer 
design and according to MAThread® and MATpoint® license. 

Rolling Tools produces dies in conventional high-speed steels (AISI M2 and AISI M42) and special steels with 
heat and surface treatments developed according to the material to be rolled. 

Rolling Tools purchases its raw materials directly from the best European steel mills, with which it has established 
a close working relationship, obtaining high quality products over time and, for some applications, steels with 
customised chemical compositions. 

FLAT THREAD ROLLING DIES
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Flat dies for Knurling

Chasers

Flat dies for Grooves



Flat dies in AISI M2:   suitable for rolling screw and bolt of non-hardened steel with low carbon content, stainless steel 
and parts with a hardness of less than 37 HRC. These flat dies can be supplied with special heat and surface treatments, 
developed by Rolling Tools, depending on the specific use by the customer.

Flat dies in AISI M42:   suitable for rolling heat treated screw and bolt of class 10.9, 12.9 or higher, parts of special alloys 
(i.e. Titanium, Inconel, etc.) used in the automotive and aerospace sectors, or any steels with an hardness greater 
than 37 HRC. These flat dies can be supplied with special heat and surface treatments, developed by Rolling Tools, 
depending on the specific use by the customer. 

For all types of dies, we can perform the regrinding service in short time and with significant cost savings for 
our customers.

Rolling Tools pays particular attention to quality, service and customer satisfaction: essential characteristics for a 
constant and long-lasting relationship over time.
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Lock-Thread flat dies

Flat dies for screws and bolts



MAThread® and MATpoint®

Rolling Tools is an authorised producer of MAThread® e MATpoint® rolling dies.

MAThread® and MATpoint® dies use a patented thread design that prevents virtually all threaded fasteners from 
cross threading and/or jamming during installation. Due to their unique features, MAThread® and MATpoint® 
products have become the reference standard for leading players in the automotive sector. 

By means of modern grinding supported by CAD/CAM systems and complex work cycles, Rolling Tools produces 
all types of MAThread® and MATpoint® technology-based dies. The dies, which can be made in special and 
high-speed steels (AISI M42 and AISI M2), can also be coated and, if requested, reground with the MAThread® 

and MATpoint® profile.

Misaligned 
screw

MAthread forces
threads into position

threads
drive normally

Transition
thread

Pilot Point
(optional designs

available)

Radiused End
(optional designs

available)

MAThreadMachine Threads
standard (ISO)

1010



FLAT DIES-DUPLEX and 
DOUBLE ENTRANCE

FLAT DIES-BOLTMAKER TYPE
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DIMENSION TYPEMACHINES

DIMENSION TYPEMACHINES

DIMENSION TYPEMACHINES



PLANETARY DIES 
Rolling Tools produces Planetary Dies for all sizes and types of machines available on the market. 

Our Planetary Dies can be produced in AISI D2, HSS and special alloys (HQC) and then coated with specific 
treatments that make it possible to ensure long life and thus drastically reduce the tool cost for the customer. 

As all the tools produced, Planetary Dies are manufactured using the latest CNC machine and are 
subjected to strict controls at all phases of the production cycle, ensuring high quality products over time.

On request, Rolling Tools can provide planetary dies integrating the SRS system to considerably decrease 
machine set-up time. 

Rolling Tools can perform the regrinding service for all types of planetary dies. 
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PLANETARY DIES 



ISO

TPN

ROUND

For Knurling

In order to respect our customers’ privacy and due to the wide range of our products, we can show only few examples of the 
manufacturing capability of our company. 
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STANDARD AND SPECIAL PROFILE
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ISO-UNF/UNC PROFILES TABLES

itch
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